SEMINAR TOPICS by Category and Speakers

A – “Prepare the Way”

A-1 Prepare the Way – Part 1
Dr. Jürgen Bühler addresses the Feast theme and the forerunner ministry of John the Baptist

A-2 Prepare the Way – Part 2
Dr. Jürgen Bühler speaks on the Feast theme and operating in the ‘Spirit of Elijah’ today

A-3 Prepare the Way – Part 3
Dr. Jürgen Bühler concludes his message on the Feast theme and the ‘Spirit of Elijah’

A-4 There is a Way
Mats Ola Ishoel gives an encouraging word on how God always makes a way for His people

A-5 Prepare the Way in Our Hearts
Rev. Young Hoon Lee encourages us to prepare our hearts to receive the Lord even before He returns

A-6 Prepare the Way – Part 1
Renê Terra Nova opens a three-part series on ‘Prepare the Way’

A-7 Prepare the Way – Part 2
Renê Terra Nova continues his teachings on this year’s Feast theme

A-8 Prepare the Way – Part 3
Renê Terra Nova concludes his series on ‘Prepare the Way’

B – Feast of Tabernacles

B-1 Tabernacles: Message of God’s Love
Daniel Yahav tells how the Feast of Tabernacles is a message of God’s love, covering and provision

B-2 Fire in the Desert
Heidi Baker draws on the Feast of Tabernacles to tell powerful testimonies of God’s work today

B-3 Feast of Tabernacles: an End-Time event
Jehu Chan on the prophetic aspects of the Feast of Sukkot

B-4 Sukkot Teaching
Rabbi Shmuel Bowman talks about the joyous festival of Sukkot from a Jewish perspective

B-5 Deeper Meaning of Feast of Trumpets – Part 1
Israel Pochtar offers a closer look at the Feast of Trumpets, leading up to Sukkot
B-6 Deeper Meaning of Feast of Trumpets – Part 2
Israel Pochtar continues to look at the Feast of Trumpets, which precedes Sukkot

C – Special Features

C-1 Garden Tomb Communion Service
Rev. David Pileggi shares the word, and an Arab and Jewish pastor serve Communion together during a special Feast service at the Garden Tomb in Jerusalem

C-2 The Covenant
ICEJ production of the powerful and inspiring musical drama tracing the journey of Israel from the calling of Abraham to today.

D – Israel and Christians

D-1 Biblical Christian Zionism – Part 1
Malcolm Hedding lays out the biblical basis for Christian support of Israel

D-2 Biblical Christian Zionism – Part 2
Malcolm Hedding explores the great covenants which God made with Israel

D-3 Biblical Christian Zionism – Part 3
Malcolm Hedding focuses on the Land of Israel and its role in God’s redemptive plan

D-4 Why We Should Support Israel
Manasa Kolivuso sets out the reasons why Christians need to stand with the Jewish state and people

D-5 Isaiah Chapter 49
Eva Olsvold Sundar focuses on the relationship between the Messiah and Israel

D-6 Israel: A Land in Spirit and in Truth
Eva Olsvold Sundar explains how the Bible uses the Land of Israel as a metaphor for spiritual truths

D-7 The Messiah in the Old Testament
Shmuel Smadja walks us through the Hebrew Scriptures to find Jesus on every page

D-8 The Judeo-Christian Alliance
Hananya Naftali brings an encouraging word to Christians to continue their support of Israel

D-9 Israel and the Kingdom of God
Peter Tsukahira explains the role of Israel in birthing and completion of the Kingdom of God

D-10 Why Does Israel Matter?
Peter Tsukahira lays out the biblical significance of Israel’s modern-day restoration
E – Messianic and Arab Believers

E-1 One New Man: Jews & Arabs in Israel
Barry Denison, Avi Mizrachi and Saleem Shalash discuss the growing ties between Jewish and Arab believers

E-2 Impact of COVID on Israel
Barry Denison and Oded Shoshani speak about Corona and Israel

E-3 Challenges for Local Body in Israel
Barry Denison and Israel Pochtar discuss the current state of Messianic Jews in Israel

E-4 Isaiah 19 Highway
Tom Craig teaches on Isaiah’s vision of ultimate reconciliation between Jews and Arabs

E-5 Isaiah 19 from an Egyptian Perspective
Tom Craig, Hossam Nabil and Refaat Benyamin discuss Arab reconciliation with Israel

E-6 The Olive Tree of God
Saleem Shalash from Nazareth speaks on taking his place in the Olive Tree of God

E-7 Son of Hamas
Dag Øyvind Juliussen speaks with Mosab Hassan about his journey from Islam to Jesus

E-8 Underground Church – Padina’s Story
An Iranian sister gives her powerful testimony of being delivered from suicide by Jesus

E-9 Special Update from Iran
An Iranian brother shares about the growth and trials of the Body of believers inside Iran

F – Israel Advocacy

F-1 Jerusalem as Eternal Capital of Israel
Mojmir Kallus and David Parsons discuss the spiritual battle over Jerusalem

F-2 The Legality of Israeli Settlements
Mojmir Kallus and Prof. Eugene Kontorovich discuss international law and the Israeli settlements

F-3 Israel’s Rights in the West Bank
Mojmir Kallus and Andrew Tucker discuss the rights of Israelis to live in Judea & Samaria

G – Prophetic Insights on Current Events

G-1 What About the Coronavirus?
David Parsons explores the spiritual roots of the current global pandemic
G-2 The Question of Annexation
David Parsons gives a Biblical take on whether Israel should accept the Trump peace plan

G-3 Agreement Between the UAE and Israel
David Parsons and Chris Mitchell unpack Israel’s recent peace deal with the United Arab Emirates

G-4 Israel and the Arab World
Joel Rosenberg gives us an inside perspective on Israel’s recent breakthrough with the Arab world

G-5 Understanding the Times – Part 1
Susan Michael teaches on major shifts in our world today, beginning with the Return of Israel

G-6 Understanding the Times – Part 2
Susan Michael discusses the new era in Christian relations with Israel and the Jewish people

G-7 Understanding the Times – Part 3
Susan Michael reveals major changes occurring in the Muslim world

G-8 Understanding the Times – Part 4
Susan Michael wraps up her teaching series by focusing on what these shifts mean for us today

G-9 Gaining Perspective on Our Times
Nicole Yoder points us to God’s word as an anchor for our day

G-10 Lawlessness vs. Messiah in You
Avraham Ben Hod compares two New Testament secrets – the man of lawlessness and Christ in you, the hope of glory

H – ICEJ @40

H-1 Reflections on 40 Years of ICEJ Miracles
Jürgen Bühler and Malcolm Hedding look back on four decades of God’s amazing hand on the ICEJ’s ministry.

H-2 ICEJ @ 40: Ministry Highlights
David Parsons takes us through four decades of the ICEJ’s ministry of comfort to Israel

H-3 An Ethiopian Immigration Story
Nicole Yoder speaks on meeting the challenges of Ethiopian Aliyah to Israel

H-4 ICEJ Aliyah Seminar 2020
Howard Flower covers the ICEJ’s continuing efforts to bring Jews home to Israel

H-5 History of ICEJ AID
Nicole Yoder and Yudit Setz recount the rich legacy of ICEJ’s social outreach

H-6 Welcome to the NaLaga’at Center
ICEJ-Canada takes us to a special deaf and blind center in Israel supported by ICEJ AID

H-7 Bunkers Against Missiles
Gottfried Bühler visits an Israeli town in need of bomb shelters from Hamas rockets in Gaza

H-8 Journey of Dreams
The story of Ethiopian Jewish Aliyah and the ICEJ’s role in bringing them home to Israel

H-9 The Birth and Calling of ICEJ
Jürgen Bühler and Timothy King recount the founding of ICEJ in 1980 and the journey since

J – Christian Walk

J-1 Mighty Men of God – Part 1
Angus Buchan encourages men to take their proper role in their family, church and community

J-2 Mighty Men of God – Part 2
Angus Buchan continues his series on men assuming their spiritual duties and authority in the Kingdom

J-3 Mighty Men of God – Part 3
Angus Buchan concludes his messages on men being all they are called to be in the Body of Christ

J-4 From Lockdown to Leaping Up
Enoch Adeboye gives an encouraging message on overcoming the things that bind us in life

J-5 Finding My Place in the Kingdom
Peter Tsukahira speaks on our identity in Christ and how we fit into God’s purposes and family

J-6 Youth and the Next Generation
Leke Adeboye speaks into the lives of the Next Generation on answering the call to serve Jesus

J-7 Mighty Women of God – Part 1
Rebecca Enenche has a special anointing for ministering to women in the Kingdom of God

J-8 Mighty Women of God – Part 2
Gloria Madugba encourages women to reach their fullness in God’s Kingdom

J-12 Hope Through Digital Media
Nathan Spicer of Christian Vision speaks on the modern tools of Christian outreach in 2020

K – Holocaust and Antisemitism

K-1 Yad Vashem: Monument for the Future
Gottfried Bühler explores the uniqueness of Israel’s official Holocaust memorial and museum

K-2 Commemorating the Holocaust - Shaping the Future
Sara Granitza of Christian Friends of Yad Vashem brings us first-hand encounters with survivors of the Shoah

K-3 Hear Their Stories; Learn the Lessons
Sara Granitza of Yad Vashem offers more testimonies of the Holocaust and what we can learn from it

K-4 Fifth World Holocaust Forum
Yad Vashem presents this historic gathering of world leaders in Jerusalem to fight antisemitism

K-5 Ancient Hatred in a Contemporary Context
Susanna Kokkonen uncovers the surge in global antisemitism since the Corona outbreak

K-6 Medicine and the Holocaust
Dr. Franziska Eckert shares her research exposing Nazi medical atrocities in Germany

L – Israeli History
L-1 Israel’s Mother-Tongue has a Father – Part 1
Gottfried Bühler traces the efforts of Eliezer Ben-Yehuda to revive the Hebrew language

L-2 Israel’s Mother-Tongue has a Father – Part 2
Gottfried Bühler continues to trace Eliezer Ben-Yehuda's efforts to revive the Hebrew language

L-3 Zionism and the Quest for a Jewish Homeland
Lily Sironi takes us from the rise of Zionism through the UN Partition Plan of November 1947

L-4 A State Born Amidst War
Lily Sironi covers the rebirth of Israel as a nation in the middle of an Arab invasion

L-5 Aftermath of the War of Independence
Lily Sironi looks at the Palestinian refugee problem and the roots of the Israeli-Arab conflict

M – VIRTUAL TOURS (Sar-El Academy)
M-1 Valley of Tears
Site of modern Israel’s most intense battle, fought on the Golan Heights during the 1973 Yom Kippur War

M-2 Western Wall
The ancient Jewish Temple’s western retaining wall has been for centuries a sacred place of Jewish prayers in Jerusalem

M-3 Mount of Beatitudes
Visit the traditional hillside overlooking the Sea of Galilee where Jesus delivered his Sermon on the Mount

M-4 Banias Springs – Caesarea Philippi
Tour the site where Jesus asked his disciples, "Who do you say that I am?" (Matthew 16:13-20)
M-5 Capernaum
Located on the Sea of Galilee, Capernaum was used by Jesus as a center for his traveling ministry.

M-6 Church of the Holy Sepulchre
The historic church in the Jerusalem’s Old City where tradition holds Jesus was crucified and buried.

M-7 City of David
The ruins of the ancient biblical city of King David are giving up many secrets of Jewish history.

M-8 Garden of Gethsemane
This ancient olive grove on the Mount of Olives is revered as the place where Jesus agonized in prayer.

M-9 Old Jaffa
Just south of Tel Aviv on the Mediterranean, this port plays heavily in the lives of Jonah and Peter.

M-10 Southern Steps of Temple Mount
The Southern Steps and Hulda Gates were the main entryway into the Temple courts in Jerusalem.

M-11 Israel Museum
The home of many of Israel’s amazing archaeological treasures, including the famed Isaiah Scroll.

M-12 Sea of Galilee
While sailing on the Sea of Galilee, learn more about the life and ministry of Jesus along its shores.

M-13 Caesarea
This port city was a gateway to the eastern half of Rome’s empire, where Peter was imprisoned.

M-14 Roman Cardo in Jerusalem
The commercial heart of Jerusalem’s ancient walled city as it was slowly transformed by Rome’s influence.

M-15 Yad Hashmona
A unique Messianic Jewish village nestled in the Jerusalem hills and pioneered by Finnish Christians.

M-16 Upper Room on Mt Zion
Located on Mount Zion, the Upper Room is believed to be the site of the Last Supper, Day of Pentecost, and King David’s tomb.

M-17 Ein Gedi on the Dead Sea
The green oasis and nature reserve in the Judean Desert near the Dead Sea where David hid from Saul.

M-18 Tel Aviv
Israel’s economic hub boasts beautiful beaches and symbolizes the revived Jewish nation.

M-19 Magdala
An affluent Jewish port city on the Sea of Galilee where Jesus preached and ministered to Mary Magdalene.
M-20 Masada
An imposing mountain-top fortress and palace built by Herod in the Judean wilderness along the Dead Sea.

M-21 Mount of Olives
The mountain ridge east of Jerusalem linked to numerous biblical events, from Abraham's encounter with Melchizedek to the Ascension of Jesus.

M-22 Nazareth
The boyhood home of Jesus where the Angel Gabriel announced his birth to Mary.

M-23 Pool of Bethesda
These impressive ruins bring to life the story in John’s Gospel of Jesus healing a lame man by the Pool of Bethesda.

M-24 Pool of Siloam
The large ritual pool where Jewish pilgrims dipped before entering the Temple, and where Jesus healed a blind man.

M-25 Qasr al-Yahud
The traditional site on the River Jordan where Jesus was baptized by his cousin John.

N – Language Seminars

NCN – Chinese
NCN-1 Miracles of Israel – Part 1
Joseph Chou outlines the miracles involved in Israel’s restoration

NCN-2 Miracles of Israel – Part 2
Joseph Chou continues his message on the miraculous restoration of Israel

NSU – Finnish
NSU-1 Jumalan muuttumaton luonne
Juha Ketola on God's unchanging character

NSU-2 Israel ja seurakunta
Martti Kallionpää on Israel and the Church

NSU-3 Muuttuvassa maailmassa muuttumattoman Jumalan kanssa
Johannes Waljus on an unchanging God in changing times

NSU-4 Lehtimajanjuhla
Tuija Valtanen on the Feast of Tabernacles

NSU-5 Tässä olen Hineni
Jani Salokangas on answering the call: Hineni (“Here I am”)

NSU-6 Antisemitismi tässä ajassa
Susanna Kokkonen on Antisemitism in these times

NSU-7 Jumalan liitot ja avioliitto
Tapani Sopanen on God’s promises and marriage

NFR – French
NFR-1 Préparez le Chemin – Part 1
Appollinaire Gboagnon of ICEJ-Ivory Coast preaches on preparing the way of the Lord

NFR-2 Préparez le Chemin – Part 2
Bernard Kpangui speaks on preparing the way of the Lord

NFR-3 Le Dieu de l’Alliance – Part 1
Robert Baxter of ICEJ-France opens a three-part series on God aligning Christians with Israel

NFR-4 Le Dieu de l’Alliance – Part 2
Robert Baxter of ICEJ-France continues his teachings on Christians and Israel

NFR-5 Le Dieu de l’Alliance – Part 3
Robert Baxter of ICEJ-France concludes his teaching series on God aligning Christians with Israel

NDE – German
NDE-1 Das Labhüttenfest: Für Christen Wichtig?
Gottfried Bühler mit Anatoli Uschomirski

NDE-2 Tikkun Olam und die Hütte Davids
Gottfried Bühler mit Anatoli Uschomirski

NDE-3 Israel Unter Weltweitem Druck
Cristoph Scharnweber

NDE-4 Israel – Die Basics
Timon Kaiser – Arise Deutschland

NDE-5 Der Römerbrief aus einer anderen Sicht
Gottfried Bühler

NDE-6 Anti-Israelismus – der neue Antisemitismus?
Gottfried Bühler

NDE-7 Antisemitismus auf Social Media
Ester Heinzmann
NDE-B-4 Sukkot Teaching (German)
Rabbi Shmuel Bowman talks about the joyous festival of Sukkot from a Jewish perspective

NDE-D-1 Biblical Christian Zionism – Part 1 (German)
Malcolm Hedding lays out the biblical basis for Christian support of Israel

NDE-D-2 Biblical Christian Zionism – Part 2 (German)
Malcolm Hedding explores the great covenants which God made with Israel

NDE-D-3 Biblical Christian Zionism – Part 3 (German)
Malcolm Hedding focuses on the Land of Israel and its role in God’s redemptive plan

NDE-D-5 Isaiah Chapter 49 (German)
Eva Olsvold Sundar focuses on the relationship between the Messiah and Israel

NDE-E-1 One New Man: Jews & Arabs in Israel (German)
Barry Denison, Avi Mizrachi and Saleem Shalash discuss the growing ties between Jewish and Arab believers

NDE-E-2 Impact of COVID on Israel (German)
Barry Denison and Oded Shoshani speak about Corona and Israel

NDE-E-3 Challenges for Local Body in Israel (German), Barry Denison and Israel Pochtar discuss the current state of Messianic Jews in Israel

NDE-E-5 Isaiah 19 from an Egyptian Perspective (German)
Tom Craig, Hossam Nabil and Refaat Benyamin discuss Arab reconciliation with Israel

NDE-E-7 Son of Hamas (German)
Dag Øyvind Juliussen speaks with Mosab Hassan about his journey from Islam to Jesus

NDE-E-8 Underground Church – Padina’s Story (German)
An Iranian sister gives her powerful testimony of being delivered from suicide by Jesus

NDE-F-1 Jerusalem as Eternal Capital of Israel (German), Mojmir Kallus and David Parsons discuss the spiritual battle over Jerusalem

NDE-G-1 What About the Coronavirus? (German)
David Parsons explores the spiritual roots of the current global pandemic

NDE-G-2 The Question of Annexation (German)
David Parsons gives a Biblical take on whether Israel should accept the Trump peace plan.

NDE-G-3 Agreement Between the UAE and Israel (German)
David Parsons and Chris Mitchell unpack Israel’s recent peace deal with the United Arab Emirates.

NDE-G-9 Social Challenges in Israel (German)
Nicole Yoder points us to God’s word as an anchor for our day

NDE-H-4 ICEJ Aliyah Seminar 2020 (German)
Howard Flower covers the ICEJ’s continuing efforts to bring Jews home to Israel

NDE-H-5 History of ICEJ AID (German)
Nicole Yoder and Yudit Setz recount the rich legacy of ICEJ’s social outreach

NNO – Norwegian
NNO-1 Isaiah Chapter 49
Eva Olsvold Sundar focuses on the relationship between the Messiah and Israel (Norwegian)

NNO-2 Israel: A Land in Spirit and in Truth
Eva Olsvold Sundar explains how the Bible uses the Land of Israel as a metaphor for spiritual truths (Norwegian)

NRU – Russian
NRU-1 Israel and the Church
Boris Grisenko discusses the relationship between Israel and the Church (Russian)

NRU-2 Why Should Christians Pray for Israel
Sergey Shidlovsky urges Christians to have a pray burden for Israel (Russian)

NRU-3 There is a Way
Mats Ola Ishoeel gives an encouraging word on how God always makes a way for His people (Russian)

NRU-4 Israel and the Church Before Coming of Messiah
Boris Vasyukov speaks on the relationship of the Church and Israel before the Messiah returns (Russian)

NES – Spanish
NES-1 El Aviso de Dios para los Hombre – The Warning of God to Mankind
Apostle Alberto Magno Sales de Oliveira speaks on God’s warning signs to the world (Spanish)

NES-2 Una Oración Por Avivameiento – A Prayer for Revival
Apostle Alberto Magno Sales de Oliveira points to prayer as the key to revival today

NES-3 Faithful Witness
Dr. Luis Fernandes Solares gives testimony to God’s blessings on Guatemala for supporting Israel

NDU – Dutch
NDU-1 God’s Prophetic Feasts
Jacob Keegstra offers insights into the prophetic significance of the great biblical festivals

NPO – Portuguese
NPO-1 Message from Renê Terra Nova – Part 1
Renê Terra Nova delivers a message for our day

NPO-2 Message from Renê Terra Nova – Part 2
Renê Terra Nova continues his message for this Feast

NKO – Korean
NKO-1 Prepare the Way in Our Hearts
Rev. Young Hoon Lee encourages us to prepare our hearts to receive the Lord even before His return